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About This Game

John is a middle-aged investment banker down on his luck. He has no family, no real friends, and his portfolio is in dire straits.
Resolving to commit suicide, he jumps off the roof of his office building and at the last minute is saved by an immensely

powerful alien entity named HEIDI. HEIDI is dying, and requires help in order to survive. Discovering that the protagonist has
lost all purpose in his life, HEIDI offers him a new reason to live in exchange for saving her.

Incognito aims to mix elements from different gaming genres and bring them together into a game that’s vast in scale and
requires different genre skills, but easy enough for the average gamer to jump into and play from beginning to end.

These genres change at each “zoom level” of the game:

When the player's on foot, Incognito is an FPS with RPG elements

When the player's in the orbit of a planet, Incognito takes the form of a simple RTS game

When the player's in their vehicle, the game turns into a Tank Combat game

In order to progress through each Episode, you’ll have to conquer challenges at each level, gathering information on foot,
exploring in your ship, landing on uninhabited planets and mining elements, and on hostile planets, invading a planet’s surface

defenses in the hover-tank.
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Title: Incognito
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Maxwolf, Fox
Publisher:
Maxwolf, Fox
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 2.8 GHz (3.2 GHz for Vista), Core 2.0 GHz (2.2 GHz for Vista), Athlon 2800+ (3200+ for Vista)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6800 GT, Radeon 9800 Pro (Radeon X800 Pro for Vista)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible

Additional Notes: Requires .Net 4.0

English
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a game that truly pushes me to the limit. Nice, this is a great little top down even at full price much less on sale. I hope it hasn't
been abandoned as you can see the reviews are all postive, yet no activity seems to be around the forums ect. Still, great addition
to any top-down shooter's library and surprisingly nice for the price.. Very much like the world of goo but not as interesting.
Although I really don't want to either recommend or not but the review page would require such a mark. I would say 5/10.. This
is a very fun and polished game, just as the first Inferno was. I beat it on easy in about 5 hours, which opened up "New Game+".
I have not tried that yet.

There isn't much to say that wasn't already said in the other reviews. If you like twin-stick shooters, buy it.. DONT WASTE
YOUR MONEY ON THIS PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥GAME.

The AI are nothing like really life players, completely random and unpredictable, it's impossible to play with any kind of
strategy, don't waste your money!. DO NOT. I repeat. DO NOT , buy this Unfinished Bug infested tar pit. No matter what you
do, this game will not save your progress, your building, you will die from deer the moment u spawn, there is no animations, u
must remain 100% stationary to melee, honestly, I can't even begin to say enough bad stuff because this game has not 1 good
point except i was able to uninstall it. There is nothing that even works for that matter, building is a fat disgusting joke, the
"Airdrop" is a straight lie, there is no airdrop, it is just trolling u to run after nothing. Please do not waste your money , these
guys are straight pocket sipping with this trash. They should be paying us to try this junk. -1\/10 because a 0 is too generous. I
turned off the music and it stayed on. Game deleted.. This game is super dope, the way it feels grinding rails, fells just like it
does in real life. the only thing I have a problem with is the stupid challenges. I can see like competitions, or demos, but I don't
want to have to do a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing race, or have to traverse a mountain to get all the checkpoints, like what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The challenges are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, but the feeling of
riding park keeps me satusfied.

  also i have no clue how to do a 1440 the most i can do is 900 I've done the spinning tutorial like 5 times please coment tips
below... Thanks. First impression: Seems to be playable game with fun characters and nice graphics.
I really like the atmosphere on this one, its relaxing and nice to play.
Definitely like old platformers :)

What I'd like to have in full version is controller support and\/or at least possibility to change controls on keyboard.
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It's definitely relaxing, and is exactly as it seems from its sale page. I would recommend to people that are looking for something
to wind down to. However, I feel for its simplicity and brevity, the game is a bit overpriced. Especially on Steam, where one can
get games like Terraria that offer hundreds of hours of gameplay for nearly the same cost as this, which delivered merely 4
hours (of relaxing and unchallenging gameplay). It was a cute game, but I look forward to updates that make the purchase a bit
more worthwhile as the developers continue to improve the game version.

Some suggestions may be to allow players to place flowers along with the branches, more levels, the ability to rotate pieces for
less restrictive placements, perhaps levels with clouds (providing areas with natural shadow to work around), and maybe a wider
range of creatures like squirrels, bats, spiderwebs, or even exotic themes with a whole different cast of animals, flowers and tree
types.. intersting
but sad it closed down. Game is riddled with bugs and crashes. There is a game-breaking bug with Damir, had to restart the
whole chapter because of that damn bug. 8 hours worth of gameplay down the drain. Please do not buy the game at its current
state. The devs are also lazy and have not fixed the game-breaking bug despite acknowledging it since February. Crashed a few
times as well. Other than that, there is no other saves, meaning if you are trapped in a death loop or a bug, you will have to
restart the whole chapter. Although, the gameplay is good and the story is also interesting, the amount of bugs in this game
makes the experience less satisfying and enjoyable.. Invisible hours is a great VR experience, immersive cinema at its best.
Interesting plot and characters, decent visuals(except for characters face animations), amazing sound mechanics with muffled
voices from distant sources and a lot of well thought small details(like  the painting Saturn Devouring His Son in a room of
character that was mentally abused by his father  ).

I hope there will be more projects like this when VR becomes more popular.

Some spoiler-heavy nitpicks:
-"blind" buttler is not even trying to pretend, moving around and opening doors the way blind person would never do
- super long scene where Victor Mundy and "Sarah Bernhardt" are walking along hiding the knifes from each other behind their
back the whole time is just ridiculous
- "true" ending kinda makes no sense and feels like another easter egg . A must try, very well done and polished game for VR
and it is free!
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